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ABSTRACT

Relations between tune and text are to be separated
into phonological relations and phonetic factors affect-
ing the timing of pitch event. Two phonological re-
lations are ‘association’, a relation between tones and
syllables or moras, and (phonological) ‘alignment’, the
right-adjustment or left-adjustment of a tone with a
prosodic constituent or another tone. Phonetic rela-
tions are best divided into within-speaker and across-
speaker variation in the timing of pitch events. Across-
speaker variation includes phonetic differences found
between languages and varieties of the same lan-
guage. Within-speaker effects can be divided into three
groups, mechanical effects of the speech production
mechanism, ergonomic effects, which are due to con-
text, and communicative effects, which are due to par-
alinguistic communication.

1 INTRODUCTION

Phonological relations are part of the programme of
instructions presented to the speaker’s phonetic im-
plementation module, to be processed by the articula-
tors with the aim of creating a suitable acoustic sig-
nal. These phonological relations include Goldsmith’s
‘association’ as well as the ‘alignment’ of Optimality
Theory. By contrast, the phonetic relations arise as a
result of the way in which the implementation module
works. In particular, they depend on what articula-
tory anchorings exist, on physical limits to the speed
at which an intended gesture can be started and ex-
ecuted, and on ergonomically or communicatively in-
spired adjustments made by speakers.

2 PHONOLOGICAL RELATIONS

2.1 Association
The concept of ‘association’ arose as a way of stating
where autosegmentalized tones were pronounced and
was motivated by the independent behaviour of tones
and vowels [1]. Instead of the one-to-one relation be-
tween tones and vowels that was implicit in a segment’s
representation as a list of features, as in (1), relations
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, in addition to one-to-one (2a) be many-to-one
and one-to-many (2c).

[+hightone, −contour, −cons, +son, −back, ... ]
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e (1), the representations in (2) predict that dele-
f vowels with retention of their tones (‘tone sta-
’) or deletion of tones with retention of vowels
e deletion’) should be common, and that mor-
es that consist solely of tones (‘floating tone’, a
which is now obsolete) or morphemes that con-

olely of vowels and consonants (‘toneless mor-
es’) are to be expected. Tone deletion occurs
e second constituents of compounds in Barasana,
ng the last tone of the first constituent to asso-
with the vowels of the second [2]. Thus, if héè and
come together to form a compound ‘tree fruits’,

the HL-tones of the first constituent remain, with
spreading right, as in (3).
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lement in the segmental string with which tones
iate, the Tone Bearing Unit (TBU), is the syl-
or the mora. Japanese uses the sonorant mora.
ows citation pronunciations of three unaccented

s, which begin with an initial LH and end with a
L-tone. In (4a), the H-tone associates with the
d syllable, as the single sonorant mora of the first
le is occupied by L, but in (4b), the H associates
e first syllable, which contains two moras. The
nce that it must be the sonorant mora is (4c),
e the second mora of the first syllable is obstruent
he first half of a geminate. Although its first syl-
is bimoraic, (4c) behaves like (4a), not (4b). As
lt, the pitch rises from first to second syllable in

), but falls in (4b). For lack of TBUs in (4a,c),
nal L-tone cannot be realized and may at best be
ved as a truncated downward movement. (The
syllabic rise in (4b) is pronounced as a high level
by many speakers [3].)
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‘imitation’ ‘cartoon’ ‘three days’

Representations do not require full association between
all tones and all TBU’s. It has been argued on the
one hand that TBU’s need not be associated with tone
(‘phonetic underspecification’), and on the other that
tones may float, i.e., exist in the representation with-
out association (‘floating tone’, in current usage). The
locus classicus for phonetic underspecification is [3]
(p.263). Japanese Accentual Phrases, which may be
accented or unaccented as determined by the morphol-
ogy, typically begin with a pitch rise. An accented Ac-
centual Phrases has a subsequent sharp fall from one
of its syllables, while the post-rise pitch of an unac-
cented Accentual Phrase slowly descends, towards the
end of the utterance or the beginning of the next Ac-
centual Phrase. The crucial point is that the slope of
this fall is determined by the length of its Accentual
Phrase. For this reason, it cannot be the case that
the H-tone of the rise associates with following TBU’s,
since such multiple association would predict that the
pitch remains high, or is at least independent of how
many TBU’s there are. Rather, the slope results from
an interpolation between the target of the H-tone and
the target of the following L-tone.

Foating tones have been used to account for two phe-
nomena. In one case, the effect of a tone is observable
in the behaviour of following tones, but for lack of a
target is not itself observable as a tone. This is shown
in (5).
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In (5a), the second H-tone is lowered as a result of
the preceding HL (‘automatic downstep’ in Stewart’s
terminology [4]), while in (5b) the second H-tone is
scaled identically to the second H-tone of (5a) (‘non-
automatic downstep’). Moreover, the effect on the re-
maining H-tones in the utterance is identical, too, in
that once a H-tone is lowered, it imposes an upper limit
on the pitch of following H-tones. The postulation of
a ‘floating’ L, as in (5b), explains these facts without
further ado [4, 5]. Downstep in English intonation has
been described in just this way [6].

The second use to which floating tones have been put
is for tones whose targets are particularly variable, as
is often the case in intonation languages. The tim-
ing of the target of the L* of a pitch accent like L*+H
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al string than that of H, whose location may be
e same syllable or in the third syllable after the
ed syllable, depending of the structure of the text
hus, assuming it is followed by final low pitch, H
reate a peak in the middle of the syllable JOHN!,
CINnamon flavour! it will be located in -na- or

-. Similar facts are documented for Swedish [8].

T Alignment
ting tones receive a target there must be a rep-

tation to determine their location. In Optimal-
heory, ‘alignment’ is used to locate phonological
orphological elements in the linguistic structure.

an element aligns with some other element, its
or left edge coincides with the right or left edge
constituent it aligns with [9]. Thus, a right-hand

dary tone of the intonational phrase (ι) aligns its
edge with the right edge of the ι. Whether or
ligned tones associate in their location is an in-
dent issue. In (6), from Dutch, the initial Lι is

ligned with the left edge of the ι, the final Hι with
ight edge, while the left edge of the ‘trailing’ L is
ligned with L*.

• •
•
• •

•

{ Neem je de ramen wel mee }
| | |
Lι → H*L → Hι

‘Will you include the windows?’

lustrated by (6), tones may align both right and
The initial boundary tone creates two targets,
also the trailing L-tone has an early and a late

t. If these are far apart, they may show the ef-
f declination. Alignment with opposite edges ac-
s for the way tones fill up the space made avail-
by the segmental string in tonally sparse repre-
tions [10]. It is distinct from multiple associa-
(‘spreading’), which typically leads to sustained
rget. Either or both alignments may have an as-
tion. The difference is illustrated by the dialect of
mond, which has a privative lexical tone contrast.
bles with two sonorant moras without lexical tone
(= Accent 1), those with two with a lexical tone
e second mora (7b) (= Accent 2), and those with
onorant mora (7c) behave differently. In declara-
ntonation, H* associates with the first mora of the
ed syllable of the focused word, and Lι closes the
e fall for Accent 1 is completed inside the Accent-
able in (7a), due to the association of Lι with the
d TBU in the accented syllable. However, neither
a) nor in (7c) is there a free TBU available, and
result association fails and the falls are slower.
dary tone association in various languages is dis-
d in [11], who assigned the term ‘phrase accent’
em.
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{ Hae waas vorige maondj in Milaan }
| |
Lι → H* Lι

‘He was in Milaan last MONTH’

b.
• •

• • • •
{ Hae waas vorige waek in Milaan }
| | |
Lι → H*H ← Lι

‘He was in Milaan last WEEK’

c.
• •

•
• •

{ Hae waas vorige nach in Milaan }
| | |
Lι → H* ← Lι

‘He was in Milaan last NIGHT’

3 PHONETIC RELATIONS

Each tone is translated into one (or two, see above)
instructions to reach a time-specified (‘aligned’) F0-
value, or range of values (the latter being a ‘dynamic’
as opposed to a ‘static’ target [12]), and to interpo-
late between these across the voiced sections of the
signal. There is a multitude of factors that have been
shown to affect the timing of pitch events, also known
as ‘alignment’. (Both meanings of ‘alignment’ are cur-
rent). First, there is variation across speakers with
different language backgrounds (section 3.1). Second,
there are three types of within-speaker factors, auto-
matic effects, ergonomic effects, and communicative ef-
fects (sections 3.2-3.4).

3.1 Across-speaker variation
The same phonological representation will have differ-
ent implementations in different languages [13]. Ladd
(this symposium) reports on detailed timing of pitch
events that are likely to be language or variety spe-
cific. Thus, the duration of prenuclear rises in Greek is
co-extensive with the accented syllable plus the onset
of the next. This is quite different from the situation
described for English and Swedish at the end of sec-
tion 2.1. Also, different varieties of German may time
the ‘same’ pitch events differently. Such data suggest
that in the phonetic implementation, pitch gestures are
timed with reference to various elements in the phonol-
ogy, but that there is some freedom in choosing these
synchronizations, or ‘landmarks’. It may not always
be clear whether contours in different varieties differ
enough to have different phonological representations
[14].
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anical effects are inherent to the execution of the
ction to reach a target. I am aware of two as-
, mainly thanks to Yi Xu’s work (cf. this sym-
m). One concerns the presumed need to anchor
xecution of a muscular gesture intended to cre-
n F0 effect to other muscular gestures involved
eech production, which might either be due to a
rement for phased muscular activity or phased in-
tion. The second concerns temporal restrictions
e execution of the gesture. Such restrictions might
be due to a non-negligible time lag between the

vation of the muscle(s) and the execution of the
re, and secondly may concern the acceleration or
eration of vocal cord vibration rates, or their re-
l, which must be limited by inertia.

rgonomic effects
omic effects are due to the speaker’s monitor-

f the quality of the signal and its production effi-
y. The desire to place targets safely within sono-
stretches of speech is responsible for the effects
gmental structure on pitch alignment, observed
glish production data [15, 16] as well as in per-

on research with Dutch listeners [17]. Switching
sonorant and obstruent consonants in onset and
is enough to cause a shift in perception from
stepped (early fall) to non-downstepped (late fall)
accents. Conversely, perception of the syllable

dary in English Ella Norman/Ellen Orman is in-
ced by the timing of the F0 valley between the
ts [18].

g a larger perspective, the timing of peaks may
nsitive to the number of unaccented syllables that
in till the phrase end or the next accent, suggest-
eakers allow the target to be delayed relative to

egmental production when the opportunity arises
0]. Moreover, the presence of another pitch ac-
within the same intonational phrase may precipi-
he occurrence of an accent peak [20]. Phrase-final
les need not invite speakers to delay the target,
would rather execute the full movement within
llable, while phrase-internal ones do in Hamburg
an [21]. Target alignment is one aspect of er-
ic behaviour in pitch production. A functional

nt of F0 contours that charts the multiple effects
wnstep, H-raising, utterance length and following
on the maintenance of a three-way surface tone
ast in Yoruba is [22].

ommunicative effects
ers employ pitch variation to signal universal
ings which are metaphorical interpretations of
rs conditioning F0 variation [23]. Just as John
a’s Frequency Code associates high pitch with
‘small’ meanings as vulnerability and submissive-
and low pitch with protectiveness and authority,



the Production Code associates high initial pitch with
topic beginning and low initial pitch with continua-
tion, as well as low final pitch with the speaker’s end
of turn and high final pitch with continuation, while
the Effort Code associates wide excursion with expen-
diture of effort, and hence emphasis and agitation, and
narrow excursion with withdrawal and lack of inter-
est. Timing of pitch movements comes into this pic-
ture because high pitch can be enhanced or replaced by
late F0 peaks. As a result, later initial peaks can sig-
nal newness of topic (e.g. [24], later peaks can signal
interrogative meaning (e.g. [25]), while equally later
peaks can signal greater emphasis (e.g. [26]). It may,
again, be hard to assign such communicative uses of
F0 timing either to speaker control during the pho-
netic implementation or to representational differences.
Peak height and timing differences between final peaks
signalling (narrow focus) statements and questions in
Bengali are unambiguously representational, and so is
the peak timing difference between wide and narrow
focus in European Portuguese, while peak timing dif-
ferences between statements and questions for Dutch
is very almost certainly phonetic. But if form-function
relations go against the predictions of the biological
metaphors, they must be grammatical. The timing
of the high peaks in West Swedish that are found on
the word after the focus constituent, which form would
appear to contradict the Effort Code (Bruce, this sym-
posium), must therefore be specified in the phonology.
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